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REPORTS
WRITTEN

20

TRAFFIC STOPS

39

BAKER ACTS

1

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Stolen Vehicle

19-44925

Parson Pl

Burglary
Residential
(delayed)
Narcotics
(Follow Up)

19-44961

Burning Bush Pl

19-44725

E. S.R. 100 (FPCHS)

Missing
Person
(recovered)
Baker Act

19-38970

Riverina Dr

The victim reported last night, S1, spent the night. This morning he woke
up to find S1 gone and that his 2016 white 4dr Chevrolet bearing Florida
tag 679NWY stolen from the front of his house. Stolen vehicle affidavit
completed. The vehicle was entered into NCIC/FCIC.
Sometime between Friday 5/10 and 5/15 an unknown person(s) stole
cabinets from a house under construction. The cabinets were valued at
$5000.
Williams conducted a follow up investigation in regards to a juvenile being
in possession of marijuana (under 20 grams). Juvenile was on felony
probation and D/S Williams completed his investigation and completed a
charging affidavit for possession under 20 grams and VOP. Due to the
subject being suspended from school, the charges were passed on to road
patrol to attempt to effect an arrest. One attempt was made at the
residence with negative results. The affidavit will be passed on to night
shift to make another attempt.
M1 was located at Riverton Pl and Ryecliffe Dr. M1 was removed from
NCIC/FCIC and turned over to her guardian.

19-44947

Slowdrift Turn

W/M was taken into custody under a Baker Act

BOLO
(Missing
Person)

19-44994

USHY 1 S Plantation Bay Rd

Larceny

19-44989

Yelvington Rd

Stabbing

19-45078

S Hope St – E
Carter St

LPR hit in reference to M1 and M2 reported missing out of California. The
vehicle was located and stopped on N State St in Bunnell. Both subjects
are in good health and high functioning according to the RP, she just did
not hear from them for a few days.
V1 reported the lock on the gate to this property, which is shared by FPL
and hunters, was cut. Approximately $1600 worth of miscellaneous tools
were stolen from this property.
Several FCSO units responded to assist with reports of a physical
altercation between two juvenile males that just got off of a school bus.
Both the suspect and victim were located and the victim was confirmed to
have a minor wound to the back of his neck. Incident tuned over to BPD.
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